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Abstract 
Human mj& is often fortified with the appropriate nutrients includingminer- 
&to aUow preterm iafants and their families to enjoy the benefits conveyed 
by the feeding of breast milk while delivering ao optimal nutnent supply to 
the baby. But, the mount of nutrients needed for fortification depends in 
general on th? reeonrnendat8om made by rnepedrainc soclerler based on the 
~nformauoo avallnbie for hill-term morhen rhls calls for the ~ n v m ~ g a r ~ o n  
to examine the difference that may exist between the mineral contents in the 
miU: of the full-term and preterm mothen. Also it is n-saw to ehe& the 
longitudinal patterns of mineral contents to eramine when and how moth- 
M milk needs fortifleation. It is generally k n m  that a goad number of 
minerals do not follow a symmetric diitribution. This asymmetric nature is 
needed to be carefully accommodated in order to develop statistical test for 
the gestation effects. 
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Chapter 1 
Background of the Problem 
1.1 Introduction 
Low birth rseight infa*, d&ed as weighing Less than 2500 grams at birth, 
eompdse 5 to 8 percent of all live born infants in Canada. A sizeable pro- 
portion weigh l e ~  than 1500 gram~ and these infants are referred to very 
low birth weight infants. The majority of there infants are born premamdy 
within less than 37 weeks d gestation. 
Human milk has been widelyused as the sole nutritional source for feeding 
low birth weight premature infants. While it may be desirable to feed hvman 
milk to low birth weight premature infants, it may not be desirable as the 
only nutritional source. In other words, it is generally remgnL-ed that breast 
milk cannot support the hrll range of nutritional reqvirements for the low 
weight premature infants. Furthermore, breast milk alone may cause the 
infants tissue to be deposited at a different rate as would o m  if the infants 
were earried to term. 
A viable solution to the above problem is to fortify human milk with the 
appropriate nutrients to allow the premature infeats to enjoy the benefits 
conveyed by the feeding of bremt milk while delivering an optimal nutrient 
supply to the infant (d Modanlou et. d. (1986). Kashyap et. ol. (1990)). 
It may be acceptable medical practice to feed the premature infant with 
hisfher own mother's milk alone at high volume while monitoring closely for 
and appropriately treating nutritional inadequacies identified. It is, however, 
preferable to routinely mpplement human milk fed to very low birth weight 
infants to achieve a more optimal nutritional prome while avoiding the effects 
of dietary deficiency (ef Fomon d. ol. (1977)). In this regard, there seems 
to be little debate about whether human mi& should be fortihed if it is to 
be the sole source of enteral nutrition for very low birth weight infants; there 
is considerable contrweny, howewr, about when, how and with what. This 
stems hom uncertainty about the long-term consequence of nutritional 'k- 
adequacy" identi6ed in the perinatal period, potential interactions between 
components contained within breast milk and fortifiers, extreme variability 
in the cornpaitionof expressed breart millrand marked clinical heterogeneity 
between infants (cf. Atkinson e t  aL (1990)). 
A solution is to fortify human milk with the appropriate nutritional re- 
qukmenv reommended by the Canadian pediatric Society (CPS). When 
differences Bdsc between the -mended nutrient intakes for a stable, 
gmwing premature infant and the mount of nutrient that would be rr- 
eived if human milk alone were fed at standard fiuid intakes, fortification 
may be recommended. The nutrient level pmvided by human milk is derived 
from the meao valve determined when q r e s d  breast milk from mothen 
deliwing prematurely is analyzed. When uaed according to manufaetw's 
inaructions, the sum of the amounts of any nvtrient generally fed to the 
premature infant should come w i t h  the range of the recommended nutrient 
intakes and not exceed the maJdmum "safe" level of intake. The amount of 
fortification can be derived from the merenee between the recommended 
CPS nutritional requirements (which is based on the nutrient l e d  in the 
milk of full-term mothers) and the mean/median nutri t iod Levels of the 
milk of preterm mothers. 
Note that a the nutrient level of the milk from mothers of p r e m a b  
infant9 may w mainly during the early stage of lanation, the use of simple 
me4media.n nutrient level (determined from the expressed bmsst milk of 
the mothers of premature infants) to assea the quantity of human milk 
fortifier needed wer time, may not b e d .  Coareymently, the mean/median 
level based prescribed quantity of human milk fortifier may e e e t  the growth 
d the premature infants negatively. Fvrthersince the importance of minerals 
in the nutritional management of infants is now widely recognized, it seems 
appropriate to study the longitudindehaoges in the milk compwitioo dudng 
the Erst three months of lactation, and to &ate the erect of gestational 
Length on Lwels of macro, tr- and ultratrace elements in human milk. 
The macrominerds in the human milk are: calcium (Ca), magneium (Mg), 
rubidium (Rb), and strontium (Sr). Thee macrominerals are measured in 
mimagr- per milliliter (ng/ml or PPM). The tram elements in the human 
mi% are: zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), maogan-e (Mn), niekle (Ni), molybdenum 
(Mo), and mbalt (Co); and they are measured in w/ml or PPM. The other 
minerals in human milk, namely, tin (Sn), lead (Ph), durn (Cd), cerium 
(Cs), barium (Ba), lsnthanum (La), and cerium (&)are !mown as ultratrace 
minerals and they are memured in nanograms per millilitre (ng/ml or PPB). 
Recently. Sutradhar, Damon and Ftiei (1998) studied this problem and 
die-ed, in detaik, the longitudinal change$ and gestation effects for all 
maemminer&. They have ako Shldied to some extent the Longitudinal and 
gestational behavior of some trace and ultratraee minerals. These trace and 
ultratrace minerals were found to be nonnarmally distributed. Consewently, 
they were analyzed bawd on some ad-hoe mrrelatian computational proce- 
dures and ad-hoe normal tests. In this praetieum, we study these non- 
normally distributed trace and ultratrace minerals in detaiis. 
More spefically, we discuss the pattern of mineral concentration for all 
non-normal trace elements. We &a consider non-normal ultratrwe el- 
ments, but exdude cadmium (Cd), cesium (Cs), barium (Ba), lanthanum 
(La), and cerium (Ce), as the elements are know to contribute very M 
tie. Finally. for the sake of compietenesp, we d i m s  in brief about some 
maemminer&, specifically, to examine their gestation effects besd on cer- 
tain optimal statistical test procedures. 
A total of 288 observations (breast milk) for each of the above minerals 
were mlleeted by James Riel and hh gmup at the Department of pediatri- 
a t  the Jaoeway Hospital. The data we analyze ;ue &om 43 lactating mothers 
from St. Jobor. Newfoundland. The breast milk was collected for the first 8 
m-eutiw w e b  following birth and a hal12* week aRer birth. Of the 43 
mmen 19 were moth- of p r e t m  infants and 24 were mothers of full-term 
infants. There were 136 obswatioas b m  the full-term mothers and 152 
observations from the prpterm mothers.  sample^ were not available b m  
all mothers For mry week during the duration of the otudy, which resulted 
in unbalanced sample sizes for Herent mothers. As previously mentioned, 
there every week them were appradmateiy 19 and 24 mothen under the 
p-term and full-term mothen respeniwiy. So, as the pbselvations we 
independent, the use of normal test atatkties based on such sample s i z e  is 
-onable. A simulation study could he done to validate the normality af 
d i h n t  test statistics used in the praetimm for small sample sizes, but it 
was not chosen in the present study. 
Objectives of the Study 
The objective of the practieum is to d n e  the longitudinal patterns of 
the minerals present in mothem milk. AIm, we examine the gestation effects 
taking the bngitudimal correiatiom into mount. 
The specific plana of the pranicum is as foU0ws. In Chapter 2, we analyze 
graphically the trafe elementz and ultratree elements. The graphical pro- 
cedures adopted in Chapter 2 are standard boxplots, histograms, q-q plots, 
line graphs andsmoothed Line graphs. In Chapter 3, we study the gestational 
effects using time a9 a s p d c  factor. The fourth chapter studies gestational 
effects using a cluster appro& with time as a nonspffific factor. In Chap- 
ter 5, we reconsider some normal m i n e d  studied in detail by Sutradhar, 
D a m n  and Rrm (1998). This is mainly done to verify their results about 
geotational effect* but b e d  on certain optimal statistical test procedures. 
The h a l  chapter con& the coneluding remark. 
Chapter 2 
Exploratory Analysis of the 
Trace and Ultratrace Elements 
AS mentioned earlier, there am six trace elements in mothers' milk. These 
minerals are Zn, Cu, Mn, Ni, Mo and Co. Among thae  elements, the lon- 
Qtudinal and gestational effeets of Zn and Cu were studied in details by 
Sutradhar e t  ol. (1998). These minerals are therefore, not inelmded in our 
analysis. Among the 7 ultratrace elements, as mentioned earlier, we indude 
two elements, namely Sn and Pb. The distributional patterns of the trace 
elements are discusred fmt in Section 2.1.1 and their longitudinai pattern* of 
gestational effects are discussed in Section 2.1.2. Similarly, the distributional 
patterns of the trace and ultratrace elements Sn and Pb  and their longi- 
tudinal pattern are diaeusred in Seetion 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 respectively. The 
exploratory analyses are done through Mdaw grsphial &plays svch as 
standard boxplots, hisograms and q-q plots for the distributional patterns, 
and line graphs and smoothed Lioe graphs, for the longihldinal pattern. The 
graphs for distributional and gestational patterns are located in F i s  2.1.1 
to 2.6.5. For convenience, the figures are numbered in a srjtematic way to 
reflect the mineral and the graphical pattern of the mineral. Far example, 
Fires 2.1.1 to 2.1.5 will correspond to five dserent graphical patterns of 
the first mineral, Mn. Similarly Figures 2.2.1 to 2.2.5 wiil correspond to five 
dsereot graphical patterns for the second mineral. Ni. 
2.1 Exploratory Analysis of the Trace Ele- 
ments 
2.1.1 Distributional Patterns 
As mentioned above, for each mineral we display 6- different graphical pat- 
terns. F im three graphs wiu &ow distributional patterns and the remaiaing 
graphs will &bit longitudinal patterns. 
More spe55edly. for a given mineral, the five &%rent graphs will re- 
port five &&rent patterns as follows. The first graph d show boxplots for 
both fd-term and preterm mothers for any g i ~ n  week. The second graph 
displays the boxplats, hidograms and plots fur the same mineral for 
both full-term and preterm mothers for the combined week. In the third 
paph, histogram snd q-q plot are given for the combined groups aod eom- 
bimed week. The last two graph will exhibit the median plota aod smoothed 
median plots o w  the week, for the given minud. 
The 6 IS  borplats graph for each of the four minerd (Mn, Ni, Mo and 
Co) shows that the median is generally located either clmer to the first 
or t h i  quantile due. The distributional patterns for trace elements fur 
almost all -k for both fd-term and p e t -  gronps appear positively 
skewed. We huther notice that the median of the minerals in pre-term and 
fuU-term mothers rmlk are generally dierent. The sffond graph for each 
mineral indicate the non-normality for both p r e t e m  and fd-term group 
for combined week. The boxplot, histogram as well as the q-q plot in the 
second graph for each of the four minerakshow that the distributions for p r e  
term and full-term are positively skewed. Similarly, overall distributional 
behavior far mmbined gmvps and combined mks are also positively skewed 
for eaeh mineral as indicated by the third vaph for esch of them. 
2.1.2 Longitudinal Patterns 
As the distribution of the trace elements considered a h  are generally poc 
itively skewed, in this section we exhibit the median s~ncentratio~l~ of these 
minerals instead of mean concentrations. For this purpose, we display two 
types of median plots. F i d ,  we plot the ordinary medians against wery 
week. Seeond, we compute the smoothed medias by S-plus and provide 
them in the second graph. More speei6cally, to compvte the smoothed medi- 
ans, a method ofmnning medians !am as 4(3RSR)2H is used (ef Venshles 
and Ripley (1996)). Within this procedure twieing is performed. This is a 
process of smoothing, computing the residusls from the smoothed values, 
smoothing there residuals and adding the hw smoothed series together. The 
fourth and M h  graph for each m i n d  displays these median mneentrations, 
and smoothed median mncentrations of the particular mineral. 
The med~ao eoncatration for Mn, as indicated by figure 2.1.4, far both 
gestation periods appear to be relatively constant owr all time periods with 
the concentration being higher for the full-term gmups. This constant pat- 
tern is more explicit ham the smoothed median plot for Mn, as shown in 
6- 2.1.5. The median concentrations of Ni for both preterm and full- 
term as displayed in figure 2.2.4 are not mnstaot o w  the period of weeks 
and they do not apparently follow any pattern. The smoothed concentration 
in figure 2.2.5, however, shows that the Ni concentrations are generally de- 
mewing for the preterm group whereas the concentration is increasing for 
the full-term. Now figures 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 for Mo exbibit that the mncen- 
tration for the full-term group decreases significantly aver time while for the 
preterm p u p  deerrases s h q l y  for the first 4 weeks and then appear to 
increase slowly for the rent of the time. The preterm poop ha.; an higher 
concentration at each time period as compared to the full-term group. The 
plot of the median concentration in figme 2.4.4 for Co is d icu l t  to interpret. 
The median concentrations for bd-tenn appear to be slightly lower for time 
periods 1 through 7 but higher for time periods 8 and 9. Figwe 2.4.5 for 
smoothed median mneentration, however, shows clearly that Co eoneentra- 
tion is slowly decreasing wer time, the p r e t m  mncentrations are belng 
higher, as compared to the full-term. 
2.2 Exploratory Analysis of the Ultratrace 
Elements 
2.2.1 Distributional Patterns 
In this Section, we examine the distributional pattern of two ultratrace ele- 
ments Pb and Sn for both the preterm and fd-term mothers. These two 
elements are selected in the study, as among the 7 ultratrace elements, they 
are generally eonddered more important than the remaining. 
The &st bmplot graph for each mineral indicates that W a r  to the trace 
elements, the median concentrations for both preterm and full-term p u p  
for the ultratrace elements are generally different for a giwn week. The 
weekly digtribvtional patterns for the ultratrace elements for both fun-term 
and preterm gmups appear positively skewed. The second graph for bath 
minerals indicate that the mineral eoncentrations are nan-normality dktrib- 
uted for both preterm and full-term groups for combined week. O w a l l  
distribution of the minerals for the combined p u p s  and combined week are 
also seen to be asymmetric. 
2.2.2 Longitudinal Patterns 
The median concentration for Sn is wry di6cult to interpret with no a p  
parent pattern. The smoothed median pbt, however. shows that m d i  
concentration for the preterm group remained constant for time periods 1 
through 4 then increaser until time period 6, followed by a constant pat- 
tern over the remaining week. For the full-tern group, however, there is 
an increase until time period 6,  and then it abrnptb deerem. The median 
concentration for Pb indicate that for the pretenn group, there is a non 
detectable amount of this minerd until week 6 where it slightly ineremes. 
For Pb, it is dear from bath figures 2.6.4 and 2.6.5 that then is no Pb in the 
milk of preterm motherr, whereas, for the full-term gmup, the Pb moeen- 
trations appear to increase sharply up to week six and then d ~ r e a s e  sharply 
o w  the remaining periods. 
Chapter 3 
Gestational Effects: TIME AS 
A SPECIFIC FACTOR 
For the purpme of fortification, it is important to see the difference between 
the mineral concentrations in the milk of two groups of mothen. In this 
chapter, we &st d e  the significenee of the difference of mineral con- 
centration far e d  week for s given mineral. For this, we test the equality 
of the median concentration of minerals by employing some nonparametric 
tests. The reason for using the nonp-etric tests is this that all the traee 
and ultratrace elements a. discussed in chapter two were found to he apym- 
mettieally distributed. Note however that, the usual median tests for two 
samples are generally hffied on certain regvlarity mnditiom which may not 
he satisfied dwas for all the ahwe trace and ultratrace elements. With this 
in view, we haw modified some of the widely used nanparamettie tests and 
applied them to tert the eerence between the m e h .  These modi6ed 
tests are: (1) an ad-hoe median test; (2) a median test based on j&ed 
dispersion estimate and (3) s permutation median test. 
Second, in Section 3.2, we combine the minerals ofall we& aod then t ea  
the Merence between the m e h  of two mmhined gmups. In dewloping 
this type of test, we make a %orking' independence assumption between 
the minerals of mothers at any two points of time. hirther, in some c-es 
we m e  that the minerds under e d  time point constitute a stratum. 
F i y ,  based on either or both of the abwe essumptionn we develop the 
following three tests for testing the median differences. The tests are: (1) an 
ad-hoc media test; (2) arseighted ad-hoe test and (3) mmparhn of median 
when the dispersion is mmputed by delete1 group j d a l f e  technique. 
3.1 Tests for Gestation Effects at a Given 
Week 
3.1.1 An Ad-hoc Median Test 
The traditional median tests, for example, T W s  quick test, median test, 
and M--Wbitney test are based on the signs and/or ranks of the obser- 
vations. These t a b ,  therefore, ignore the dispersion of the data in testing 
the diEerence of the median. In order to take the dispersion of the data into 
account, we, in this section, derive a modiIied ad-hoe median test, which 
is quite similar to the two sample z or t-test but tests the dserenee in the 
medias instead of the means. The dispenion of the difference between two 
sample medians are computed in an ad-hoc m y .  .&, as the distributiom 
involved are asymmetric, the suggested test statistic (which is quite Jimi- 
lar to the 2 statistic) is treated ss a normal test atatistie, mainly under the 
sssumption that the samples are large. We nopi formulate this test as foUms. 
Let yi, be the mineral eoncentration in the milk of t h e j )  
mother of the i,(i = 1,2) group. Here group 1 will refer to the full-term 
mothers and group 2 will refer to the preterm mothen. Also Let m be 
the median (Med) of  {y',}, that is, m=Med{y,,}. New, sup- that * 
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measurer the dispenion of the minerals {y',} for the i* gmup. A suitable 
form& for 4 (cf. E l l  and Holland (1977)), for the asymmetric data, is gisien 
by 
= , j . . ;  i 1 2  (3.1) 
0.6745 
We now construct the ad-hoc test which t a e s  the dispenion of the minerals 
of eadl mother into account, a~ opposed to the traditional median test. The 
test statistic for testing whether the population median, MI, of the full-term 
group is equal to the population median, M2, of the prrterm group, i.e. 
HO : M, = M2, is @even by 
The test b e d  an this r' statistic may be treated a9 a normal test, where r. 
has mean 0 and variance 1. 
We apply this ad-hoc test procedure to all trace and ultratrace elements 
and provide the I' values in Tables 3.l(a) and 3.l(b). The d t s  shown 
in Table 3.l(a) are calculated using all observations far a given mineral for 
a particular week, while results in Table 3.l(b) are calculated with avtliers 
removed. Here an observation is determined a an outlier based on the di- 
agnostics done in Spius, by eampadng its magnitude with 1.5 time. the 
interquanile range (IQR) of the data 
It is clear from Table 3.l(a) that a significant @erenee exkts between 
full-term and preterm p u p  for Mn in t h h t  fivewe&. For the -ah- 
ing weeks, the @erenee appear to be insignificant. Far Co, there exists a 
significant ditrerence at the beginning (for week 1). The diEerences appear 
to be insignificant for weeks 2 thmugh 5, followed by si&?eant dieerenm 
for the weeks 6 through 8. There does not appear any sLgni6e~nt diEeeenee 
for Mn for the k t  few weeks but the m e d i m  between the p u p  appear 
to be different for the latter weeks The behavior of Ni is similar to that of 
Ca. For Pb, the dserenees between the groups appear to he significant at 
each week except week 1 where the test statktic war indeterminate (i). For 
Sn, there is no apparent difference at any time period. 
Table 3.l(a): The values of the a' test statistic (3.2) for tenting Bo : MI = 
M2 for a given week Em trace and vltratrace elements (based on complete 
data). 
When p s i b i e  outliers u e  removed, the median differences appear to be 
similar to the case d-bed a b m ,  where all data points remain in the analy- 
sis. For the case when outliers are exeluded the test statistic has, however, 
2 indeterminate d u e s  for Pb. 
'Pable S.l(b): The d u e s  of the r' test statistic (3.2) for tenting HO : MI = 
M2 for a given week For trace and ultratrace elements (outliers excluded). 
Dace Elements Ultratrace Elements 
wk 1 3.25088 -3.234788 2.089862 1.513214 ind 6.8850812 
wk 2 2.194718 -2.940077 1.25806 -2.344525 ind 
wk 3 1.83414 0.767158 2.190439 0.2327054 2.612327 
wk 4 2.457447 1.664419 2.612327 
wk5 2.631189 -1.160012 2.612327 -0.6820365 3.647917 0.3625329 
wk 6 1.99087 -2.698 3.385963 -2.736793 2.523748 0.1315045 
wk 7 1.719475 -2.237063 1.773229 0 2.459425 -0.7920271 
wk 8 1.640973 2.612327 2.336537 -2.336537 2.523748 -1.858703 
wk 12 1.815556 0 3.504805 -1.653222 2.237063 -1.386031 
3.1.2 Median Test Based on Jacknifed Dispersion Es- 
timate 
In order to construct the ad-hoe median test in the prwious section, we 
computed the dispersion for the Merence in medians in an ad-hoc fa~hion. 
While this computation for the dhpersion appears to  be rearonable, there 
are other methods for calculating the dispersion of t h i  type of eqmmetric 
data. The jaclmiie dispersion eattimate is a well !mom technique to eompvte 
such dispersions. 
In this section we use the jadmife procedure to calculate the dhpmion of 
the median mi for the i ~ ( i  = 1,2) grmp BS follows where I = I refers to the 
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full-tern mothee and i = 2 refers to the pretern mothers. This procedure 
involves deleting the jth absemtion h m  the data and d o d a t i n g  the 
parameter of int-t (the median for the non-normal miner*) based on 
the remaining s - 1 observations. Let w) denote this median yielding the 
awage of the R- d e d a t e d  medims far the C group as 
Next, for j = 1, ..., %, constmct the s paeudo-valvalw given by 
whem m. is the media of the complete data set d the Q group, yield* 
the average of aj7i's as 
Now the jaelmife dispersion estimate (ef. EEmn and Gong (1983)) of m is 
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m the mamw similar to that of (3.a), the test a&tisticfor testing whether 
the population median, MI,  of the Cull-term group is equal to the populatian 
median. M2, of the preterm group. i.s. He : ML = M2. is aven by 
where V(m,) for i = 1 ,2  is given by (3.6). This statistic is treated as a 
normal test statistic, that is, 1' - N(0,l). 
We apply this procedure to all trace and uitratraee elements and report 
the w i t s  in Tables 3.2(a) and 3.2@). The results in Table 3.2(a) are based 
on all data ~ i u e s  while the d t s  in Table 3.2(b) are bssed on the data 
after the removal of the outliers. 
It is clear kom Table 3.2(a) that in generd, there exkt signiKcant dit- 
ferenees between the gestation groups for Mu, while there is no difference 
between gestation groups for Co, Mo and Sn. For Ni, there is initidly . 
s i w c a n t  e n c e  between the groups but as time pmgreraes, the differ- 
enee bemmes imignieant. For Pb, no differences between the hill-term and 
preterm gmups are apparent while differences become si&%eant during the 
latter ~ e e k s .  As before 'ind' indicates an indeterminate d u e ,  $, while 'inf' 
indicates an W t e  value 
Table 3.Z(a); The d u e s  of the I' test eatistic (3.7) for testing Bo : ML = 
Mz for a even week for trace and ultratrace elements (based on complete 
data). 
Trace Elements Ultratrace Elements 
wk 1 10.01735 -0.6255432 3.365081 ind -0.4581362 
wk 2 1.3789 -0.2581989 inf -0.06793129 0.2581989 
wk 3 2.460372 -0.2236702 0.895443 0.3669207 inf 1.290994 
wk 4 2.45385 ind 0.2581989 -0.2254907 1.071429 -0.2314998 
wk 5 4.426267 0.2223504 4.285714 0.5576846 
wk 6 4.426267 i d  inf -0.8906409 3.214286 0.06443289 
u k  7 0.689644 -inf 1.071429 0.1457983 inf -1.535036 
wk 8 4.718893 inf 1.158132 -1.143005 3.214286 0.2778941 
u k  12 2.412091 ind inf -1.842813 inf -0.9438798 
When possible ovtliers are remowd, the median differences appear to be 
similer to the case with all data points, except that for Ni now the diferenee 
appears to be iml@urnt at week 1 
'Ikble 3.2(b): The values of the l' test statistie (3.7) for testingHo : M, = 
M2 for a given week for t r z e  and dtratiace elements (excluding outliers). 
3.1.3 A Permutation Test 
The well known permutation test consists of forming n. = nl x n2 difference 
d j = y , , - y , , f o r j = l  ,.... n - w i t h j l = l .  .... n, and j z = l ,  ..., "2, 
and where yfX is the jls observation in the full-term group and yj, is the 
jm observetion in the preterm pomp. If the median of then' differences is 
tignihcantly different fmm zero then the difference between the two gestation 
periods d l  be signifant. m e n  using this approach, the dispemion of the 
n' differences are estimated by using the median absolute deviation (MAD) 
and also by using a Kernal-density based dispersion estimate. 
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Dispersion Estimate by MALI 
This method uses the same procedm ar in the ad-hoc test for ealevlating 
the dispersion of the difference between two medians. 
L?t d = {dl ,  ..., &.) be a set of n' differences and md the median of dj, 
j = 1, ..., n'. Then the MAD ar an edimate of the dimemion is given by 
Now, we d e k e  the normal test statistic as: 
for testing the Ho : Md = 0, where Md is the population median eo~~espo~d-  
ing to md. 
We apply this procedure to aU trace and l~ltratrace elements and sum- 
marize the results in Tables 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). Table 3.3(a) values contain 
all data values while Table 3.3(b) have the outliers removed. It is clear fmm 
Table 3.3(a) that generally, for Mn and Mo, t i e c a n t  d&ences occur be- 
tween the id-term group and pieterm group at each time period. For Co, 
the Merence between the gestation p u p s  appear to be si&-t only far 
week 1. For Ni, slpi6cam Mm- &st daring the earlier week but the 
di&erence appears to be inriigni6cant for the the latter week. For Pb, there 
is no di%erence between fall-term and preterm p u p s  during the early 2 
week, but differences appear to be s i&mt  far the rest of the weeks. Far 
Sn, hoaewr, the di5ereneen appear to be significant at the beginning ss well 
a~ at the end, there being no dieerenm in the middle. 
Table 3.3(a): The values of the I. test statistic (3.9) for testing KO : Md = 0 
for a pi- week for traee and "Itratrace elements (based an complete data). 
When pwsible outliers are removed, the median < & e m  appear to be 
dmilar to the case, except for Sn, with d l  data ppoint~ in the analysis. For 
Sn, the Wen-nces appear to be s i d c a n t  for a h m t  all weelo. 
Table S.S(b): The values orthe I' t a t  statistic (3.9) for testing Eo : Md = 0 
for a given week for trace and ultratrace elements (outliers d n d e d ) .  
Trace Elements Ultratrace Elements 
wk 3 4.489195 5.500381 2.165661 10.44931 2.081136 
wk 4 4.326425 5.224655 9.774434 2.018331 
wk 5 5.383996 4.70944 -1.096062 
wk 6 7.706356 4.7215 -1.5975 1.954887 -2.288889 
wk 7 1.748504 9.099502 9.41888 3.906152 
wk 8 4.032923 -2.214119 4.31126 -6.937714 
wk 12 4.285059 11.62412 7.074216 -4.047 
Kernaldensity Bared Dispersion Estimate 
It is well-born that the sample median is symptotieally normally distrib- 
uted with mean Md and dispersion 
where Md ir the median corresponding to md, and f(md) b the density of 
the median ma (c t  Venabies and Ripley (1996)). Now, to estimate V(nu), 
one needs to estimate f (nu). Thk density f (nu) may be estimated by using 
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a Kernel-density smoother of the form 
where K(.) is a Gred Kernal and b is a suitable a bandwidth. The bandwidth 
b is to be chosen appmximateiy as to smooth the data but not to smooth 
real peak. By default S-Plus uaes a width b equal to 
dl.., - dc11 
2(l +log, n') 
Where d ~ , )  and dl,,.) are the minima and maxima of the sample differences 
dl ,  ..., d respectively. In (3.11), the Kemal K is normally chosen to be a 
probability density function rucb as normal, rectangular, and mine. Note 
that we haw used the normaldensity function for K as it is chosen by default 
in S-plus (d. p136, Venabie. and Ripley (1996)). Now, similar to ( 3 4 ,  v e  
use the normal test statistic 
for testing the Xo : Md = 0. 
We apply this procedure to all trace and ultratr- elements and sum 
marize the r d t s  in Table0 3.4(a) and 3.46). The r d t s  in Table 3.4(a) 
contain all data d u e s  while the results in Table 3.4(b) have been computed 
after the outlien are removed. Etom Table 3.4(a) it is clear that the wults 
a~ thesame ss the prwious method, where dispersion is estimated by MAD. 
Table s.a(a): The d u e 0  of the r' test statistie (3.12) for testing HO : Md = 
0 for &even 4 for true and ultratrace elements (based on complete data). 
*ace Elements I Ultratrace Elements 
Mn / Co I Mo I Ni I Pb j Sn 
wk 1 1 8.278198 1-5.538833 1 7.745976 1 3.843176 1 0 1 -3.882906 
When possible outliers are removed, the median dXTerence0 appear to be 
similar to the esse with all data points in the analpis. 
Table 3.4(b): The values of the I' test statistic (3.12) for testing Ha : Md = 
0 for a given week for trace and ultratrace elements (outliers excluded). 
Trace Elements Ultratrace Elements 
wk 1 6.515692 -10.99779 88.13562 2.040107 -4.86795 
wk 2 2.626773 26.114 -2.672203 
wk 3 2.904784 9.367578 2.083484 23.5484 1.610829 
wk4 3.346704 4.64771 9.621017 2.233526 
wk 5 2.728461 0 0 5.5883 -1.355917 
wk 6 8.260567 0 10.93883 -1.539641 1.640676 -3.453277 
wk 7 1.287393 0 6.053874 0 7.692131 -2.920783 
wk 8 2.991312 0 0 -2.223285 3.766999 -8.478726 
a k  12 1.648813 0 44.8092 0 22.94916 -3.409725 
3.2 Tests for Gestation Effects for all Weeks 
Combined: A "Working" Independence 
Approach 
In the previous section, we have tested the dierenee in minerds between the 
full-ten! and preterm group far a given week. Most of the tests indicated 
that for Mn and Pb, there were s-cant dserences at any given week. In 
this section, rae are intermed to see whether these dSerences remain when 
the data are combined together for all weeks. In the same token, we are 
a h  ioterested to see what happens b the other minerals. For the purpose, 
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for each of the minerals, we combine the data for all 8 week together and 
then dewlop suitable tents to examine whether there is any overall significant 
ditTerenee in miner& between the fd-term md preterm groups. We use 3 
diEerent tests for tectingsuehhypotheses, that is, there isan overall difference 
between the gestation gmups. T h e  tests m: (1) so ed-hoe median test, (2) 
weighted ad-hoe median test b e d  on 8 strata due to eight time periods, and 
(3) the &-hoe median ten when dispersion is computed based on delete1 
strata j&e. Note that in all three tests, it will he =umed that the data 
for diaerent weeks are independent even though they are actually correlated, 
the correlation structure being unknown. This approach is referred to as the 
'2wrldng" independence approach for inferences about correlated data. 
3.2.1 Ad-hoc Test 
Tbis procedure is equivalent to the ed-hoc test direused earlier in Section 
3.1.1. The difference between the earlier test and the present test is that here 
observations for all weeks are combined togethu under both the full-term 
aod preterm groups, wh- in the earlier ted, the obsmtioas for a given 
we& are used to ted the medim difference between two gmups, namely 
full-term and prt term groups. 
For a particular m i n d ,  let ySi, be the mineral concentration in the milk 
of the j& = 1.2 ...., mt) mother of the i*(i = 1.2) gmup at time t. Here 
p u p  1 mill refer to the full-term mothers and p u p  2 will refer to the p r e  
term mothers as before. Also let y, be a s t  ofoboervations containing the 
mineral concentrations for the entire i* group, that is, 
Next suppose that si m e a m  the dispersion of the entire ET=, nit observe- 
tians in yi and mi is the median of these obsemtioo. That is, 
The &penion in (3.13) is now wed to construct a ad-hoe normal tea 
statistie given by 
whcre n, = Z2,nLt and nz = EL, mt which may be wed to test the null 
hypothesis whether the population median. MI, of the &U-term group is 
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equd to the population median, M2, of the pret- gmup. 
We apply this procedure to all trace and ultratram elements and summa- 
rize the results in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5: The valuer of the z^ test statistic (3.14) fur testing HO : MM, =M, 
for tram and ultratrace elements. 
This test pmeedue indicater that a dpi6cant difference exists b e t m a  
the fuU-term g m p  and preterm p u p  for Mn, Mo, aod Pb while no dif- 
ference exist between the full-term group and prt t-  p u p  for Co, Ni, 
and Sn. This conclusion is almost in agreement (except for Ma) ~ i t h  the 
conclusions made in Section 3.1 for individual weeks. 
3.2.2 Weighted Ad-hoc Test 
The ad-hoe median in the last section does not take into consideration the 
variability of the observations in individual weeks, which rather took into 
account the dispe~ioo f all the abswations for all weeks combined. In 
this section, me consider that the obsemtiom in a Qven week form a *rat= 
and use the strata dispersion an its weight and then compute the stratifid 
medians. 
Assvming time periods are independent, for a partidm m i n e d  m Let 
y,* be the j rh observation in the t,,, we& for the irn gestation s o u p  and, 
mit the median oft* week for the iu, gestation soup.  Here a h ,  gmup 1 
dl refer to the fd-term mothen and gmup 2 dl refer to the preterm 
mothers. Now for given i(i = 1,2) and t ( t  = 1, ..., 8).  we d e h e  the median 
abwlute deviation of nil observations b m  their median mit as 
Next, we d e h e  the weighted median as 
where 
with 
w,, c( + and ewi, = I, 
s:, , 
m 
Supp- that we now estimate the v . c e  of a~ 
The variance in (3.17) is isnow used in anatural.vay to construct a ~eighted 
ad-hoc normal teststatistic given by 
which may be used to tent the nd l  hypothesis whether the populationweighted 
median, Mi, of the fuU-term group is equal to the population weighted me- 
dian, Mi,  of the preterm p u p .  
We apply this pmeedvre to all trace and dtratmee elements and summa- 
rize the results in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6: The values of the z' test statistic (3.18) fw 
for trace and dtratraee elements. 
Trace Elements / Ultratrace Elements 
Mn I Co I Mo I Ni / Pb I Sn 
8.438713 1 ind I ind I ind I ind 1 0.7022064 
The weighted ad-hoe test indicata that a significant aerenee exists 
between the full-term group and pre-term gmup for Mn but not far any 
other minerals. The valuen of the test statistic for mast of the other miner& 
are mitten as 'ind' indicating that at least one of the s.'s equal zero creating 
a weight which is undehed. The abwe problem of obtaining zk ind  may 
be solved by simply ensuring none of the *r's equal zem. 
A simplistic solution to this problem is to give dl medians equal weight 
of $. We apply this idea of equal weights to all trace and u l t r a t m  dements 
and summarize the results in Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7: The valves of the Z test statistic (3.18) for testing KO : M; = 
M;, using a eondart weight o f t ,  for trace and ultratree elements. 
. . . - 
ltace Elements I U & v e n t y  
hln C. I NI Pb Sn 
8.699439 1-1 652993 1 -1 a99 1 0 7008566-13 'JlIbU78 -06726248 
-. -  . - .- - ===-- 
When the weighted ad-hoe t en  statistic is computed using equal weights 
of i, a diflerence essts for both M n  and Pb. The resalts in Table 3.7 are in 
agreement with thme in 3.5. 
3.2.3 Comparison of Median When Dispersion is Com- 
puted by Delete-1 Group Jaeknife Technique. 
In Section 3.1.2, we have already studied a j a w e  technique based on delet- 
ing individual data values in order to estimate the dispersion of a set of data. 
The jacLmife procedure may be extended to estimate the dispersion by delet- 
ing one stratum at a time, where the stratum mmspond to T = 1,2, ..., 8 
weela. More specifically, within each gestation period we delete one group 
a t  a time and ealcalate the median of the remaining T - 1 = 7 strata. 
Therefare we define m as the median of the full-term group and m(,, as 
the recalculated medi i  of full-term group when the t* stratvm is deleted. 
The averages of the T recalculated medians for emb gestation peMd may 
be denoted as: 
where as before i = I represents the full-turn p u p  and i = 2 represen* 
the p r e t e m  gmup. 
Along the lies with the Jaelmife procedure described in Seetion 3.1.2 the 
disperrion for the i* gestation group is now pipien by 
yielding the test statistic 
This test statistic is then used to determine whether differences &st between 
the population median ,MI,  of the MI-turn p u p  and the population me- 
dian, M2, of the preterm group. We apply this pmeedvre to all trace and 
ultratrace elements and summarize the results in n b l e  3.8. 
Table 3.8; The values of the i test statistic (3.21) for testing HH : M, = M2 
for trace and ultratrace elements. 
-. - 
?ace Elements 1 Ultratrace Elements 
hlo 1 Co 1 \(o \ I  I Pb I Sn qiflzl_! ~i_[lOGS?GSS I -0 1553178 1 2 28:714 I 0 
- -..-= === 
This t& Indicates that a sign5-t difference  between gestation 
periods for Mn and Pb but their is no ditTerencen for Co, Mo, Ni, and Sn. 
Thus, all the techniques used in this section provide similar results about the 
dserence in gestation effects. 
Chapter 4 
Gestational Effects: TIME AS 
A NON-SPECIFIC FACTOR 
In the previous chapter, we tested the diEerence between mind eonceotra- 
tions in the milk of fml-term mothers and preterm mothers for individual 
weeks well as for all the weeks combined. In the former care, as the gec 
tation eEeets were eompared at a s p d c  time point, time was naturally a 
spdh fanor. In the latter case, the mothem at a giwn week were assumed 
to constitute astratum, and theowallgestatione&c8 were compared based 
on such stratified data. There, time was considered as a specific factor. 
In this chapter we alsa study the diEemnce between the two gmups 
but here the minerals of a mother recorded wer the weeks are armmed 
to form a eiuaer under the selected moth-. Let there be J; mothers in 
the i* group (i = 1,2) and suppose that the milk war collected from the 
j* (j = 1.2, ..., J;) mother for a ~eriod of n; weeks. Co-quentiy, these 
%; observations fol the j, mother will be correlated. Here the correlations 
among the observations collected over the period will be taken into account 
in testing the difference between the gestational effects of the two gmups. 
Thus, time will not play any role a~ a specific factor. in other words, we 
d refer to "time" m a noo+peeae factor. Note that in Section 3.2 of 
the prwious chapter, I, will refer to the mineral concentration collected at 
the tcb period from the s mother and the i* group. Thus, in term of the 
notation of Chapter 3, we have J: = EL, R-C, b-,
to refer % minerals recorded under the j,,, (j = 1, ..., J;) mother of the ieh 
(i = 1,2) gmup. Further note that in this chapter, we include all obs- 
tions that were a d a b l e  for analy&, that is, we do not put e r a  effort to 
6nd and discard any outliers. 
In this section we dewlop a normal test statistic based on the Jaelmife pmee- 
d u e  dir-ed in Section 3.2.3. Thedifference here is that mothers constitute 
the strata. Foi a particular mineml, let m- be the median of the C group 
and mi*) be the raalculated media of the &, gmup when the g elnster is 
deleted. Then the aver* of the recalculated medians for the irn p u p  is 
pi- by 
where its jadmife dispersion is calculated as 
AS in the lsst chapter, we now use the test statistic 
to test the Ifo : M, = M2, where M, aod M2 are the unknown population 
median. for the fd-term and pretenn p u p s  respectively Once again we 
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treat the test statistic as a normalstatistic. We note, however, that although 
m, and mz are the same sample mediaan w in the last chapter, their estimate 
of their uariaoees are not the same. In the previous chapter, the variances 
were estimated by delete1 stratum technique or by other means, but hue 
the variances are computed by deletel mother/duster technique, which are 
genmuy ditferent. 
When the test (4.3) was applied to the data, we found the z values 
recorded in lhble 4.1. 
Table 4.1; The d v e s  of the r test statiitr (4.3) with all mothers in- 
cluded in the analysis. 
The results in Table 4.1 indicates a dgaifieant difference between the 
preterm and full-term p o u p  for Mn but not for any other miner&. 
Note that the n:, ohsenrations under the je mother may or may not be 
consecutive. In order to compare the resvlts of t h l  section with the results 
of the next section, we also mnsider the case, where the observations were 
available far at least three consecutive weeks. The application of (4.3) to 
such data yields the results in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: The dues of the 2 test ststatistie (4.3) when only mothers 
with at leas three consecutive weeks are included in the analysis. 
-- 
'Itace Element, 
- -=- - - - I Ultratrace Elemeora 
Group \In Co Go I 
--
Y! Ph Sn 
2 1 3 1612 18 1 0 I -C  3?f%zF -0 08383691 1 1 -928.13 1 I 
 -. - -. - - 
When using the minerds of the mothers only for the sonsecutive weeks, 
one obtains the z d u e s  bs In Table 4.2 which only indicates that asi@e~nt 
difference exits far Mn but not for the other minerals. This is the same 
conclusion as when we considered all observations in the aaalysis. 
4.2 Ad-hoc Median and Mean Tests: TIME 
AS A NON-SPECIFIC FACTOR 
4.2.1 Modeling Gestation Effects 
As mentioned earlier, in thir section we consider only consecutive ohser- 
vations recorded for the j, mother. Also suppose that, irrespective of the 
distributional pattern of the data, the data collected over the consecutive pe- 
riods follow the AR(1) (autore-ve function of order l) m e  relationship 
where i and j are 6xed and t = 1,2. ..., n;. In (4.4) we s u m e  that for 
a given i, eilr's are identically and independently dktributed with median 
(Med) 0 and dispersion (Disp) 6, for all j = 1, .., J: and t = 1, ..., %. Here 
< is not necessarily the variance of the errors. 
By using the recurrenee rdation (4.41, one may express yijt a~ 
As 161 < 1, for large duster size (n:, + m), it now follows that 
as, for example, 
Now, y,* is the mineral content in the milk that w s  collected in the t* 
week &om the jeh mother of the iu, group and eit is the t* element of the 
njxl vector of disturbaoes y = (w, ..., ..... q,a$'where Me&) = 0, 
Disp(ci,)= 81,;. Now, &er some matrix algebm, one may show that 
w = (Y<~X,  ..., ysjt, .., yij,;) b m  the dispersion matrix <&, where 
is the n; x n; non-singular matrix and & is the parameter of the AR(1) 
type proem a. indicated before. 
A&hoc Media Test 
As under the preaent modelmg, the d m  of the data far the p u p  a 
sven hy Ba(1- A)-' (4 B), we now t& the equal~ty of the gestat~on e&ts 
by testlug the HO ho = C For the purpose, we now requlm to estmats 
I, whch m turn r e q w  the esbmate of +, As the data a mpmetnc, 
we now esttmate ti118 4. i,as foUaws we& WU he denoted by K In order 
to compute K, we fvst compute 6, for the j ~ ,  duster/mother under the *a 
p a p  The formula @i, ;t Dven by 
where mi 18 the m d a o  of the P ctuster/mother 2n the l'" group 
Now by p o o h  these W a t a .  of the 3; m a t h e r s / c l ~ ,  we obtm R 
=swby 
The results o fK ,  t = l ,2  are gma 111 Table 4 3 aod 
sre generallydSerent for fun-term aod PIS-term Wups, the c&Consfor 
Mn being far arppart from the others. 
Table 4.3: Lag 1 Correlation # 
Now, turning back to the estimation d em, it follow from (4.6) that one 
may estimate this parameter as  
Group 
where wgl, is referred to ar the weight for yijt, which is actually the ten 
element in w.~ ,  where wij = $h;' = (wljl ,..., wife, ..., wllnj). In (4.11). 4: 
is the estimate of & given by (4.10). We ham computed the value of & by 
(4.11) for both group and for au minerals. The results are shown in Table 
4.4. 
Trace Elements ( Ultratrace Elements 
Mn I Co I Mo / Ni I Pb I Sn 
Table 4.4: 8: (using 4:) 
Full-term (4:) 
Preterm (m;) 
Gmup 
-0.050 
0.758 
Trace Elements I Ultratrace Elements 
Mn I Co I Mo ( Ni I Pb I Sn 
full-term (a:,) 1 13.650 1 0.786 1 1.612 1 10.424 1 2.42 1 14.448 
preterm ( E L )  1 2.299 11.239 / 3 1 9.180 / 0 1 15.990 
0.214 
-0.239 
0.194 
4.141 
-0.303 
-0.040 
6.210 
-0.133 
-0.204 
-0.230 
Next, m order to onstmet a suitable test sta*c for tcehng 4 810 = 
&, we now q u r e  to m t e  the dwpemon dB; f a  (t = 1,Z) Aseum~ng 
m&s w,# are k n m ,  these est~m~tes may be mmputed aa 
ahen! ~ ~ s p ( ~ e d [ % ~ t l u , ,  , J  = 1, ,C,t = 1, n:,l) ~s olNlated using the 
defete-1 dwter/mothgr J h f i n g  twhque Flnally by using (All)  sod 
(4 12) we construct an ad-hoo normal test statlatlc given by 
The valse of i mmputed by (4 13) are shown ln Table 4 6 
%ace Ele@lents I Ultratrace Elements 
Mn 1 00 1 hdo [ NI I Pb 1 Sn 
r' I 5.126 I -1nf I 4 6S6 I 0 227 1 2 541 1 -0 264 
It iP clew for the sbwe table that the gestation effects are &oantly 
M-t bet- the p w t e w  and full-term g o u p  for Mn snd Pb These 
results are in a-ent with the results of the weighted ad-hm median test 
in Section 3.2.2 as well ao with the results of the median test in Section 
3.2.3, where the variances of the m e d i a  were calculated by delete1 group 
jadmife technique. 
Weighted Average Method: A Large Cluster  Siae Approach 
h this  tion on, we pretend that our data is symmetric and the mean and 
variance are stationary and fall- the AR(1) model (4.4). Thus 
whith appear to be similar to those g i ~ n  in (4.6) and (4.7) respectively 
Co~sequently, we estimate Qij by vsing the traditional time series appmarb 
but t a w  the deviations of the observbtions &om their median. The €om& 
for &, &n estimate of+,, is given by 
Next by p h g  the J; motber (d. Que~oulne (1958)) we obtan the herall 
lag 1 eorrslatlrm esWrnate riven by 
A = X g ' m ( ~ , *  -"U)(L.,-, -w) 
c:i, Zb,(,(uut - mu)' (4 17) 
Tlwwmltsof~, (%=1,2)wpi~n1r1Table46 
Table 4.6: Lag 1 C o k t l o n  
The d B  in W e  4 6 shmw thst the ~ a h o n s   fa^ all merela are 
tnrogufcaut except foi Nt fm the pm-term and Pb f a  the full-term. 
AB menhaned emher, the gesbtlon e ib t  of the J* mother may he mep 
w e d  by ffVo Il m now assume thst the m&cs of det-wt~c funet~ons 
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GEOUP 
mu-term (6,) 
W y m  (&) 
Paee Elements 
M n I C o I M o I N z  
0 . ~ 3  
0.054 
Ultratrace Elements 
P b I  h 
0240 
-0.026 
00% 
5.M 
D oao 
0 137 
o 099 
5 014 
-0010 
0.w 
for all mathea are equal, say C, then this constant index may be estimated 
by using the weighted mean given by 
where y3j = rwL, ..., vV6, .... Y~,~;]' and IV the Gj x 1 vector of unity. 
yielding the values of 8* as in Table 4.7. 
Next, the variance of 8- may be derived as 
Table 4.7: 8.0 (using 6) 
where, following (4.12). o: may be estimated as 2 = !?(ytjt)(l - 2). Since 
Group 
'Race Elements I Ultratrace Elements 
Mn I Co I Mo / Ni I Pb / Sn 
MI-term (@LO) 
Pre-term (&) 
15.059 
9.304 
1.293 
2.108 
2.778 
3.388 
22.436 
25.850 
2.689 
1.341 
23.406 
22.053 
P(y",) may be computed by the fornula given by 
we may use this to obtain the final estimate 4 as 
where A is given by (4.17). 
The abow form& me then used to compute an ad-hoc normal test 
statistic given by 
Now by applying z" test to the data for all mioerals, we obtain the results 
89 in Table 4.8. 
. - .  
'Race Elements I Ultratrace Elements 
Mn I Co I Mo I Ni I Pb I Sn 
S' 1 3.357 1-2.457 1-1.338 1-0.530 12.618 1 0.326 
The weighted mean method indicates that a significant difference edst 
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between preterm and full-term grovp for elements Mn, Co and Pb. It is 
interesting to observe that the results of Mn and Pb are the same as in the 
previous seetion, but this test, unlike the test of the previous section, shorn 
a significant differnee for Co. 
Normal Type Variances 
We further continue to compute the normal test statistic, I", but we now use 
different formulas for the computation of the variance. We use the following 
three different formulas. 
and compute the ad-hoe median test statistic ~~n by 
where 8(#,,,) is giwn by (4.19) with 4 estimated by (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25). 
The valves of i'" mmpvted by (4.26) are shown in Table 4.9. 
a b l e  4.9: r--. (using &) 
Table 4 9 indicates that s si&?cant di%erence edrts between preterm 
and full-term gmups for Mn, Co and Pb. These r d t s  are in agreement 
mith the results of the ad-hoe normal test discussed in the previous senion. 
Chapter 5 
Gestation Effects of 
Macrominerals: Time as a 
Non-specific Factor 
As mentioned earlier there are four important maeromioerals in mothers milk 
and they me: Ca, Mg, Rb and Sr  The lon$tudinal as w W  as gestational 
of these minerals were studied by Sutradhar d. el. (1998). As far 
as the distributional pattern is concerned, these minerals w e n  l o u d  to be 
normal$ distributed. Log transformation d the miner& was considered as 
it ls 8 special situation under Bm-Cm trmsformation which Sutradhar et 
el. (1998) did to determine the status of the diatibutiom of the minerals. 
h u g  these four minerals. Sutradhar et. al. (1998) concluded that there 
weresWcant longitudinalchanges in the concentrations of Ca, Mg and Rb, 
hut the gestation effect - signiscant oaly for Ca. In order to study the 
gestation4 effecg, these authors have, homer,  examined the sifleance of 
the mean IeveLr of the miner& at a given week. Thus, 'time' was considered 
as asp& factor. 
Note that in the praeti-, we have examined the gestation &ens of 
all the trace and ultratrace elements considering time as a s p e d =  as well 
as nonspecific factors. In the same token, in this chapter, we verify the 
gestational diierence of the four macrominerals bemen the two p u p s  by 
considering time as a non-speeific factor. 
5.1 AR(1) Model and Estimates of the Nui- 
sance Parameters 
Recall fmm section 4.2.1 that the mioeral concentration recorded over n; 
time points for the j,, mother in the & gmup follow the AR(1) model 
But, here pjl's are independently and identically normally distributed with 
mean 0 and variance 8. As the distribution of the emrs are Im- and 
normal, in the next seetion we eonstmet a partial score test due to Neyman 
(1959). This test is developed for testing the mean level, that is Ho : Elo = L 
Thus #, and < are musidered to be nuisance parameters. This test is quite 
simple to construct, as it does not require the maximum likelihood estimates 
of the nuisance parameters, rather it requires consistent estimates for them. 
lo this section, we now prwide the estimates for di and +. 
Following Quenouilie (1958), by pooling the information from all possible 
mothers, we now estimate 4, as 
;< = x;:, XZ(v< j?  - i!+j)(v<j,,-, - i!j) 
X;L, EZ,(~<,C - Gi)2 (5.2) 
vhere 
v.. - z2',v<jt 
Rj 
The values of &, an mimate of 4, are meorded in Table 5.1. 
Table 6.1: Lag 1 Codation 4, 
Note that Sutradhm rt ol (1998) ed&ted thz 4 1 parameter m 
a l a m  %on More speafically, they computed the lag 1 mrrelatron of 
the  mean concentrations mhad of the actual abservatlons These value 
were found to be 0 654,O 662, 0 Bn and 0 M)8 for the full-term group and 
0517, 0 024, 0 890 aod a171 for the peterm gmup, for Mg, Ca, Rh and 
~ r * ,  nspect~vely Note, hmpew, that the order of the m w t o d e  of the 
~ o d a t ~ o n s  are the aame both hsre and m Sutradhsr rt ol (1998) 
N m  re calculate o: by uang all three fmmulas even m (4.231, (4 24) 
and (4 25) Funher note that to test HO 8, = h = 8 (say), one may also 
eatmate 0 or put 8 = 0 We, however, choose to &mate B e-denng th 
ss a further nulsanoe pawmeter The ertlmate la pven by 
and the d u a  of 8 are m r d e d  in Table 5.2 
. - 
Tabh 5.2: 8 (using A) 
5.2 Score Test for Mean Gestation Levels 
In order to derive the -re test, one require. to construct the =re hmetion 
g, where 1 is the log-likelihood function of the data. Hem, following model 
(5.1) the Lag-likelihood is defined r s  
Thus the score function is given by 
We further require, the semnd partid dedvstiw of 1 with respect to 8, whieh 
may be simplified as 
Now treat the estimates of the nvisance parameten computed in Sedion 
5.1 as though they haw been computed by maximizingthe Ekelihoodfunction 
uoder the null hypothesis. Coosequently Neyman's (1959) partial score test 
statistic reduces t o  Rao's (1948) &dent scare test statistic which is given 
by 
- (a)' 
- ($3)' 
where 8 and &re giwn by (5.6) and (5.7) remectivdy and they are 
evaluated at 8 = 3, 0: = $ and 4, = ie The test statistic in (5.8) has a 2 
distdbution with 1 degree af heedom under the ndl hypothesis. The values 
of the test statistie are given in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3: T (using 6,) 
In Table 5.3, T(1), T(2) and T(3) indicate that the t ed  statistic T has 
been computed by using i: from (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) respectively. Now, 
since T is apprmdmately a P distribution with one degree of hedom we 
compare it with critical d u e  = 3.84. Themfore the test statistic 
T, recorded in Table 4.3, from the score test, indicates that a Jignificant 
difference exists between full-term and preterm group for Ca but generally 
no difference -t between groups for Mg, Rb, and Sr?. There results are in 
general agreement with the results dven in Sutradhar et. 01. (1998) when 
time was treated as a wedfie factor. 
Chapter 6 
Concluding Remarks 
Longitudinal patterns of mineminal concentrations in human milk are of prae- 
tied importaoee. It is also of practical importance to lmow whether there 
is any differences in mineral concentrations in the milk of full-term mothers 
and pieterm mothers, over time. This is because, rn the amount ofminer& 
in the milk of full-term mothers may be considered as the standard measure, 
one may determine the nutrient amounts that should be used for the preme 
tvre born infinft. As the stvdy of the langitudhd patterns require the us.- 
of statistical tests in determiningdifferenees be- the trno groups. the d& 
tdbutional patterns haw to be taken into amount when deciding upon the 
appropriate tests. The trace and ultratrace minerals in this praetinun were 
found to have avymmetrie dktdbutinns which required s p e d  considerations 
when deciding upon proper statistical proeedureb. 
When studying m e t r i c  distributions, the median is usually the pa- 
rameter of interest and therefore appropriate statistical tests were used br 
testing the equality ofthe medians of the tm gmups. The traditional median 
twtr, for example, those mentioned in Section 3.1.1 based on s@ and/or 
ranks of the observations and ignore the dispersion of the data. As a remedy, 
in this practicum, we haw discussed various statistical tests which take the 
dispemion of the data into account. 
The t w  were developed to study either d y  differen- between the 
mineral coneentrationSoi the two groups or werall difference% 
When minerd eoncentretians m e  studied for individual weeks we found 
a si&?eant dilTerence between the preterm and fd-term groups in most 
time periods for Mn and Pb. For Co, we found a significant dHerence only 
hr the k t  week. It was elear that in general, there were no significant 
differences between the full-term and p re tem groups for Mo, Ni and Sn. 
When the weeks were combined as a group it was again found that an overall 
significant difference existed between the pre-term and full-term gmups far 
Mn and Pb but not for Co, Mo. Ni and Sn. The results of the tests were, h- 
ther in agreement with the graphical analysis indicating a good performanee 
d the test pmeedurs. 
The macmminerds (Mg, Ca, Rb and Sr) were studied In detail by Su- 
tradhar et. o f  (1998) and therefore they m only discussed in brief The 
mined Mg, Ca and Rb along with the transformatioo SS? were fomd to be 
symmetrically distributed. Therefore we perfarmed a score test to test the 
equality of the m- of the mineral cancentrations of the preterm and the 
full-term groups. Here an overall significant merence was fouod between 
the preterm and full-term groups for Mg but no signs-t diBereeees were 
fomd far minerals Ca, Rb, and Srt. These results are in agreement with 
the graphical analysis and test procedures performed by Sutradhar et. al. 
(1998). 
The results of the prmticumshould be us& far the Pediatric societies in 
order to prepare better recommendations for the use of additional nutrients 
for the premature infanu, on top of the milk they consume. The validity of 
the nonparametric test procedure. for more smaller samples could be tested 
by mnduning suitable simulation studies, which is beyand the scope of the 
Pment praetleum. 
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Figure 2.1.1: Boxplots for Mn 
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Figure 2.2.1: Boxplots for Ni 
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Figure 2.3.1: Boxplots for Mo 
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Figure 2.4.1: Boxplots for Co 
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Figure 2.6.1: Boxplots for Pb 
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